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Executive Summary 
 
This report on the creation of the IN SITU project website and visual identity (Deliverable 6.3) has been 
developed within the Communication, Dissemination and Sustainability work package (WP6), which is led 
by CES with the involvement of all project Partners.  
 
The project website and visual identity are considered the cornerstones of all of the project’s 
communication and dissemination initiatives, ensuring a solid base for communication about the project, 
dissemination of its research outputs, and providing a credible and professional image supporting other 
project efforts aimed towards the eager reception and exploitation of results. The project’s visual identity 
and website were designed by design company Contágio Criação (contagiocriacao.com.br) under the 
supervision of the project Coordinator. 

 
The IN SITU visual identity comprises a professionally designed logo, primary and secondary colour 
schemes, circular templates for photos, and other graphical elements that will complement the logo. The 
logo for the IN SITU project includes the full project name, “place-based innovation of cultural and creative 
industries in non-urban areas.” The logo graphic includes a variation in colour from lime green to turquoise-
green, which alludes to the sea of coastal cities. The symbol of the logo represents two non-central regions 
emitting knowledge and interacting with each other.  

 
Lime green and turquoise-green comprise the primary colour scheme for the project’s materials. Three 
complementary and vibrant secondary colours provide a wider palette for design: dark blue, yellow, and 
orange. IN SITU’s primary colours and secondary colours are presented, as well as some examples of how 
the IN SITU logo can be used in a more complete visual identity. 

 
The IN SITU website – insituculture.eu – is the primary source of public information about the project and 
is hosted by CES. The site’s main purpose is to serve as a repository and primary communications hub for 
all relevant information about the project. It will also be the hub of a web of social media channels that will 
serve to reach various target audiences and, in part, direct them back to the resources at the website. 
 
The IN SITU website was designed to be a platform consistent with the IN SITU identity elements that is 
attractive and informative to a mixed audience (i.e., not only researchers).  The development of the visual 
identity was completed first, and the development and launch of the website occurred in phases, with 
images of key pages developed for review and input, the homepage and initial key pages launched “live” 
on 15 September 2022, and the launch of the remaining sections on 20 September 2022. The website will 
be continuously updated, and maintained for 3 years following the project.  
 
The website includes two “sides”: a public side, which is central to the dissemination of information about 
the project and which will promote the project's activities and outputs in an attractive way; and a private 
(password-protected) internal side (i.e., backoffice) for consortium members. The organization of the 
public side of the website, and images of a series of webpages are presented.   
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1. Introduction 
 
This report on the creation of the IN SITU project website and visual identity (Deliverable 6.3) has been 
developed within the Communication, Dissemination and Sustainability work package (WP6), which is led 
by CES with the involvement of all project Partners. The project website and visual identity are considered 
the cornerstones of all of the project’s communication and dissemination initiatives, ensuring a solid base 
for communication about the project, dissemination of its research outputs, and providing a credible and 
professional image supporting other project efforts aimed towards the eager reception and exploitation of 
results. 
 
The IN SITU website is the primary source of public information about the project and is hosted by CES. As 
detailed in this report, the site’s main purpose is to serve as a repository and primary communications hub 
for all relevant information about the project. It is a key component of the IN SITU communication and 
dissemination strategy and a critical asset of the IN SITU project as a whole. It will also be the hub of a web 
of social media channels that will serve to reach various target audiences (see the Communication and 
Community Engagement Plan, D6.1) and, in part, direct them back to the resources at the website. 
 
In an ever-more-crowded media marketplace, a distinctive and consistent visual identity is an essential 
dimension of effective communication. Thus, the coordinator of the IN SITU project has put much thought 
into the logo and visual identity developed and chosen for the project, including background research on 
the images of other research projects on CCIs, rural entrepreneurship, and other projects that are 
considered aligned with IN SITU and likely to be “grouped together” in policy contexts.  
 
To ensure an attractive and coherent identity across communication platforms and activities, and applying 
the principle of best-value-for-money, CES solicited proposals from a variety of design companies. 
Following a review of proposals, CES engaged a professional design firm, Contágio Criação, to develop the 
project’s visual identity, website, and templates for various communication tools. These have been 
developed in close collaboration with CES.  
 
This work on the IN SITU Visual Identity and the IN SITU Website is also documented in the IN SITU 
Communication and Community Engagement Plan (D6.1). 
 

2. IN SITU visual identity 
 
A strong visual identity and the promotion of “brand” recognition is a key communication objective. The IN 
SITU visual identity comprises a professionally designed logo, primary and secondary colour schemes, 
circular templates for photos, and other graphical elements that will complement the logo. 

2.1 Logo 

The logo for the IN SITU project, which includes the full project name, “place-based innovation of cultural 
and creative industries in non-urban areas,” was designed by the company Contágio Criação in coordination 
with CES. Several versions of the logo have been produced to accommodate horizontal and vertical 
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applications, as well as a simplified version (without the full title) for use in smaller sized applications where 
this text would not be readable. These are presented in Figure 1. The IN SITU logo will be used on all external 
communication materials.  
 
For the text of the logo, the designers used Biome, a futuristic sans serif typeface, with rounded shapes and 
unconventionally shaped letters, for a modern look that adds a strong personality to the logo. This text is 
also used on the project website, and is a highly readable font in print and online.  
 
The logo graphic includes a variation in colour from lime green to turquoise. The symbol of the logo 
represents two non-central regions emitting knowledge and interacting with each other. The creation of 
the logo started from the concept of non-urban CCIs as poles and transmitters of innovation, with influence 
in their region and that interact with other regions and with each other, exhibiting multiplicities of 
interaction, like ripples or waves on a lake (see Figure 2). The interacting waves can be viewed as “coming 
in from the margins” to influence the larger whole, reflecting the non-urban geographic focus of the project 
as well as the long-standing plea to bring culture “in from the margins” of policy. The open waves, rather 
than closed circles, also signify open networks and possibilities for the inclusion of additional agents in 
communication, collaboration, and influences. 
 
Figure 1. IN SITU logo (variations) 

  

  

 

 

 
Figure 2. IN SITU logo inspirations 
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2.2 Colour scheme 

For the colour palette, the designers started with lime green, a color linked to innovation, that also refers 
to the green fields of smaller cities. The logo design incorporates a variation in colour from lime green to 
turquoise-green, which also alludes to the sea of coastal cities. These two colours comprise the primary 
colour scheme for the project’s materials.  
 
Three complementary and vibrant secondary colours were selected to provide a wider palette for design: 
dark blue, yellow, and orange. The inclusion of orange as a secondary colour represents South America’s 
use of “the orange economy” to refer to the “creative economy” or the CCI sector. This term has been 
adopted by UNESCO and the International Development Bank (IDB), among other international agencies. 
IN SITU’s primary colours and secondary colours are presented in Figure 3. Figure 4 presents some 
examples of how the IN SITU logo can be used in a more complete visual identity. 

 
Figure 3. IN SITU main and secondary colours 
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Figure 4. Three illustrative examples of IN SITU logo and identity in various settings 

 

 
 

  
 

3. The IN SITU Website: insituculture.eu 
 
The IN SITU website will be the main information showcase of the Project. The domain name for the IN 
SITU project, insituculture.eu, was secured prior to the launch of the project. The website is designed by 
design company Contágio Criação (contagiocriacao.com.br) under the supervision of the project 
Coordinator, producing a platform consistent with the IN SITU identity elements that is attractive and 
informative to a mixed audience (i.e., not only researchers). The website is hosted by CES.  
 
Given the desire to finalize the project’s visual identity and then ensure the website is fully designed with 
that identity integrated into it (rather than slapping a logo on a standard website design), the development 
of the visual identity was completed first, and the development and launch of the website occurred in 
phases, with images of key pages developed for review and input, the homepage and initial key pages 
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launched “live” on 15 September 2022, and the launch of the remaining sections on 20 September 2022. 
The website will be continuously updated, and maintained for 3 years following the project (i.e., to 2029).  
 
The IN SITU website is the primary source of public information about the project. The site’s main purpose 
is to serve as a repository and primary communications hub for all relevant information about the project 
including mission statement, timeline, conceptual frameworks, methods, formal deliverables, informal 
outputs, latest updates, photos, videos, webinars, etc. It is a key component of the IN SITU communication 
and dissemination strategy and a critical asset of the IN SITU project as a whole.  
  
The website design provides a strong visual dimension, reflecting the creative nature of the project. It 
conveys dynamism through the inclusion of links to social networks and a “news” area that will provide 
updates on the project and developments from the IN SITU Labs. It is produced in English.  
  
The website includes two “sides”: a public side, which is central to the dissemination of information about 
the project and which will promote the project's activities and outputs in an attractive way; and a private 
(password-protected) internal side (i.e., backoffice) for consortium members. The organization of the 
public side of the site is presented in Figure 5. Images of a series of IN SITU webpages are presented in 
Figure 6. Some of the website pages, such as those profiling the IN SITU case-studies that will be selected 
in 2023, have been pre-designed as templates which will be “activated” when the appropriate content is 
available. The internal side of the website will have a shortcut URL to reach it (Insituculture.eu/login), which 
is intentionally not visible to the general public. To enter the private side, Partners will have to enter a 
username and password.  
 
The website was built using WordPress. Editorial maintenance and regular updates are responsibilities 
within WP6. A dedicated member of the Coordination team at CES will manage this work within the project. 
Each WP Lead and Lab Partner in the project is responsible for providing regular updates and editorial 
support. In the upcoming months, the Consortium Partners will assess the communication needs of WP3, 
WP4, and WP5 and ensure these are addressed and become key dimensions of the ongoing 
communications workplan. 
  
The private internal side, with restricted access to the project partners through password-protected entry, 
contains planning and administration documents and resources, including confidential Deliverables, 
communication templates, minutes of meetings, and other internal documents. This will be managed by 
the coordinator of Communication and Dissemination at CES. 
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Figure 5. Structure of the IN SITU website (public side) 

About IN SITU 
-       Project overview  

-       Objectives 

-       Key Activities 

-       Research teams 

o  Name, short description and logo of each Partner – with links to the organization 

o  List of names of researchers involved (and links to their online CV) 

-       Outreach Partners (with links and organization logos) 

-       International Advisory Board members (with link to online CV) 

IN SITU Labs  
-       Map of Lab locations 

-       Description of each location and its CCI ecosystem 

Case-study projects 
-      Overview description 

-    For each case-study project – 12 projects (2 for each Lab) – Title, location, organization, image(s)/AV, text description, link 

to register (with each organization) [Placeholder template – to be selected in 2023]  

News 
-       Area for brief updates, linked to individual page for each story 

-       Feed from social media 

Resources 
[There are many different types of outputs/resources to be produced - listed here are tags (for searching/organizing), to be added 
through a template for each item produced.] 

-       IN SITU newsletter 

-       Webinars 

-       Podcast series 

-       Reports/Deliverables 

-       Scientific publications 

-       Other articles 

-       Policy briefs 

-       Conferences 

-       Videos 

-       Documentary 

Media 
-       News releases 

-       News clippings (about IN SITU) 

Contact Us 
-       Contact information for project’s Coordination office  

-       Form: Subscribe to IN SITU newsletter 

-  Social media links 

-       Labs Helpline [to be added once activated] 

 

Footer (on all pages) 
-       Key divisions of website 

-       Form: Subscribe to IN SITU newsletter 

-       Links to social media 

-       Logos of all partners 

-       European Union acknowledgement 
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Figure 6. Images of selected IN SITU website pages 

Pages illustrated: 
 

1. Homepage 
2. Objectives  
3. Key dimensions 
4. Research teams (CES illustrated) 
5. Outreach Partners  
6. International Advisory Board members  
7. IN SITU Labs (Azores illustrated) 
8. News – index page, and individual news item page 
9. Contact Us 
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